This paper presents Newton, a branch & prune algorithm to nd all isolated solutions of a system of polynomial constraints. Newton can be characterized as a global search method which uses intervals for numerical correctness and for pruning the search space early. The pruning in Newton consists in enforcing at each node of the search tree a unique local consistency condition, called boxconsistency, which approximates the notion of arc-consistency well-known in arti cial intelligence. Box-consistency is parametrized by an interval extension of the constraint and can be instantiated to produce Hansen-Segupta narrowing operator (used in interval methods) as well as new operators which are more e ective when the computation is far from a solution. Newton has been evaluated on a variety of benchmarks from kinematics, chemistry, combustion, economics, and mechanics. On these benchmarks, it outperforms the interval methods we are aware of and compares well with state-of-the-art continuation methods. Limitations of Newton (e.g., a sensitivity to the size of the initial intervals on some problems) are also discussed. Of particular interest is the mathematical and programming simplicity of the method.
Introduction
Many applications in science and engineering (e.g., chemistry, robotics, economics, mechanics) require nding all isolated solutions to a system of polynomial constraints over real numbers. This problem is di cult due to its inherent computational complexity (i.e., it is NP-hard) and due to the numerical issues involved to guarantee correctness (i.e., nding all solutions) and to ensure termination. Several interesting methods have been proposed in the past for this task, including two fundamentally di erent methods: interval methods (e.g., 4, 5, 7, 8, 11, 13, 14, 15, 20, 26, 30] ) and continuation methods (e.g., 25, 35] ). Continuation methods have been shown to be e ective for problems for which the total degree is not too high, since the number of paths explored depends on the estimation of the number of solutions. Interval methods are generally robust but tend to be slow.
The purpose of this paper is to propose and to study a novel algorithm called Newton. From a user standpoint, Newton receives as input a system of polynomial constraints over, say, variables x 1 ; : : :; x n and a box, i.e., an interval tuple hI 1 ; : : :; I n i specifying the initial range of these variables; it returns a set of boxes of speci ed accuracy containing all solutions.
Operationally, Newton is a branch & prune algorithm which was inspired by the traditional branch and bound approach used to solve combinatorial optimization problems. Newton uses intervals to address the two fundamental problems listed above. Numerical reliability is obtained by evaluating functions over intervals using outward rounding (as in interval methods). The complexity issue is addressed by using constraints to reduce the intervals early in the search. The pruning in Newton is achieved by enforcing a unique local consistency condition, called box-consistency, at each node of the search tree. Box-consistency is an approximation of arc-consistency, a notion well-known in arti cial intelligence 17, 19] and used to solve discrete combinatorial problems in several systems (e.g.,, 32, 33] ). Box-consistency is parametrized by an interval extension operator for the constraint and can be instantiated to produce various narrowing operators. In particular, box-consistency on the Taylor extension of the constraint produces a generalization of HansenSegupta operator 8], well-known in interval methods. In addition, box-consistency on the natural extension produces narrowing operators which are more e ective when the algorithm is not near a solution. Newton has the following properties:
Correctness: Newton nds all isolated solutions to the system in the following sense: if hv 1 ; : : :; v n i is a solution, then Newton returns at least one box hI 0 1 ; : : :; I 0 n i such that v i 2 I i (1 i n). In addition, Newton may guarantee the existence of a unique solution in some or all the boxes in the result. If the solutions are not isolated (e.g., the oating-point system is not precise enough to separate two solutions), then the boxes returned by the algorithm may contain several solutions.
Termination: Newton always terminates in nite time. E ectiveness: Newton has been evaluated on a variety of benchmarks from kinematics, chemistry, combustion, economics, and mechanics. It outperforms the interval methods we are aware of and compares well with state-of-the-art continuation methods on many problems. Interestingly, Newton Simplicity and Uniformity: Newton is based on simple mathematical results and is easy to use and to implement. It is also based on a single concept: box-consistency. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives an overview of the approach. Section 3 contains the preliminaries. Section 4 presents an abstract version of the branch & prune algorithm. Section 5 discusses the implementation of the box-consistency. Section 6 describes the experimental results. Section 7 discusses related work and the development of the ideas presented here. Section 8 concludes the paper. until one or all solutions to a given problem are found.
The pruning step is responsible to make sure that some local consistency conditions are satis ed. It consists of reducing the intervals associated with the variables so that every constraint appears to be locally consistent. The local consistency condition of Newton is called box-consistency, an approximation of arc-consistency, a notion well-known in arti cial intelligence 17, 19] and used in many systems (e.g., 33, 34, 31] ) to solve discrete combinatorial search problems. Informally speaking, a constraint is arc-consistent if for each value in the range of a variable there exist values in the ranges of the other variables such that the constraint is satis ed. Newton approximates arc-consistency which cannot be computed on real numbers in general.
The pruning step either fails, showing the absence of solution in the intervals, or succeeds in enforcing the local consistency condition. Sometimes, local consistency also implies global consistency as in the case of the Broyden banded function, i.e., f i (x 1 ; : : :; x n ) = x i (2 + 5x showing already some interesting pruning. After exactly 12 branchings and in less than a second, Newton produces the rst box with a proof of existence of a solution in the box.
Preliminaries
In this section, we review some basic concepts needed for this paper, including interval arithmetic and the representation of constraints. More information on interval arithmetic can be found in many places (e.g., 1, 8, 7, 20, 21] ). Our de nitions are slightly non-standard.
Interval Arithmetic
We consider < 1 = < f?1; 1g the set of real numbers extended with the two in nity symbols and the natural extension of the relation < to this set. We also consider a nite subset F of < 1 containing ?1; 1; 0. In practice, F corresponds to the oating-point numbers used in the implementation.
De nition 1 Interval] An interval a; b] with a; b 2 F is the set of real numbers fr 2 < j a r bg: The set of intervals is denoted by I and is ordered by set inclusion. 2 De nition 2 Enclosure and Hull] Let S be a subset of <. The enclosure of S, denoted by S or boxfSg, is the smallest interval I such that S I. We often write r instead of frg for r 2 <. The interval hull of I 1 and I 2 , denoted by I 1 ] I 2 , is de ned as boxfI 1 I 2 g. We denote real numbers by the letters r; v, F-numbers by the letters a; b; l; m; u, intervals by the letter I, real functions by the letters f; g and interval functions by the letters F; G, all possibly subscripted. We use a + (resp. a ? ) to denote the smallest (resp. largest) F-number strictly greater (resp. smaller) than the F-number a. To capture outward rounding, we use dre (resp. brc) to return the smallest (resp. largest) F-number greater (resp. smaller) or equal to the real number r. We also useĨ to denote a box hI 1 ; : : :; I n i andr to denote a tuple hr 1 ; : : :; r n i. Q is the set of rational numbers and N is the set of natural numbers. Finally, we use the following notations.
The fundamental concept of interval arithmetic is the notion of interval extension.
De nition 3 Interval Extension] F : I n ! I is an interval extension of f : < n ! < i 8I 1 : : :I n 2 I : r 1 2 I 1 ; : : :; r n 2 I n ) f(r 1 ; : : :; r n ) 2 F(I 1 ; : : :; I n ): An interval relation C : I n ! Bool is an interval extension of a relation c : < n ! Bool i 8I 1 : : :I n 2 I : r 1 2 I 1 ; : : :; r n 2 I n ) c(r 1 ; : : :; r n ) ) C(I is an interval extension of the equality relation on real numbers.
It is important to stress that a real function (resp.) can be extended in many ways. For instance, the interval function is the most precise interval extension of addition (i.e., it returns the smallest possible interval containing all real results) while a function always returning ?1; 1] would be the least accurate.
In the following, we assume xed interval extensions for the basic real operators +; ?; and exponentiation (for instance, the interval extension of + is de ned by ) and the basic real relations =; . In addition, we overload the real symbols and use them for their interval extensions. Finally, we denote relations by the letter c possibly subscripted, interval relations by the letter C possibly subscripted. Note that constraints and relations are used as synonyms in this paper.
Unions of Intervals
Even though many basic real operators can be naturally extended to work on intervals, division creates problems if the interval used for dividing includes 0. A tight extension of division to intervals can be best expressed if its result is allowed to be a union of intervals 10, 6, 12] 
Constraint Representations
It is well-known that di erent computer representations of a real function produce di erent results when evaluated with oating-point numbers on a computer. As a consequence, the way constraints are written may have an impact on the behaviour on the algorithm. For this reason, a constraint or a function in this paper is considered to be an expression written in some formal language by composing real variables, rational numbers, some prede ned real numbers (e.g., ), arithmetic operations such as +; ?; and exponentiation to a natural number, parentheses, and relation symbols such as ; =. 3 We will abuse notation by denoting functions (resp. constraints) and their representations by the same symbol. Real variables in constraints will be taken from a nite (but arbitrary large) set fx 1 ; : : :; x n g, the set of all real functions is denoted by Function, and the set of all real constraints is denoted by Constraint. Similar conventions apply to interval functions and constraints. Interval variables will be taken from a nite (but arbitrary large) set fX 1 ; : : :; X n g, interval functions will be denoted by the letter F and interval constraints by the letter C. The set of all interval functions is denoted by FUNCTION while the set of all interval constraints is denoted by CONSTRAINT. For simplicity of exposition, we restrict attention to equations. It is straightforward to generalize our results to inequalities (see Section 5.6).
The Branch & Prune Algorithm
This section describes the branch & prune algorithm Newton. Section 4.1 de nes box-consistency, the key concept behind our algorithm. Section 4.2 shows how box-consistency can be instantiated to produce various pruning operators achieving various tradeo s between accuracy and e ciency. Section 4.3 de nes a conditioning operator used in Newton to improve the e ectiveness of boxconsistency. Section 4.4 speci es the pruning in Newton. Section 4.5 describes the algorithm.
Recall that we assume that all constraints are de ned over variables x 1 ; : : :; x n .
Box Consistency
Box-consistency 2] is an approximation of arc-consistency, a notion well-known in arti cial intelli- Arc-consistency cannot be computed in general when working with real numbers and polynomial constraints and simple approximations to capture machine precision are very expensive to compute. For instance, a simple approximation of arc-consistency consists in working with intervals and approximating the set computed by arc-consistency to return an interval, i.e., I i = boxfI i \ f r i j 9r 1 2 I 1 ; : : :; 9r i?1 2 I i?1 ; : : :; 9r i+1 2 I i+1 ; : : :; 9r n 2 I n : c(r 1 ; : : :; r n ) gg:
This condition, used in systems like 27, 3] , is easily enforced on simple constraints such as x 1 = x 2 + x 3 ; x 1 = x 2 ? x 3 ; x 1 = x 2 x 3 but it is also computationally very expensive for complex constraints with multiple occurrences of the same variables. Moreover, decomposing complex constraints into simple constraints entails a substantial loss in pruning, making this approach unpractical on many applications. See 2] for experimental results on this approach and their comparison with the approach presented in this paper.
The notion of box-consistency introduced in 2] is a coarser approximation of arc-consistency which provides a much better trade-o between e ciency and pruning. It consists in replacing the existential quanti cation in the above condition by the evaluation of an interval extension of the constraint on the intervals of the existential variables. Since there are many interval extensions for a single constraint, we de ne box-consistency in terms of interval constraints. Intuitively speaking, the above condition states that the ith interval cannot be pruned further using the unary interval constraint obtained by replacing all variables but X i by their intervals, since the boundaries satisfy the unary constraint. Note also that the above condition is equivalent to I i = boxf r i 2 I i j C(I 1 ; :::; I i?1 ; r i ; I i+1 ; :::; I n g which shows clearly that box-consistency is an approximation of arc-consistency. 4 The di erence between arc-consistency and box-consistency appears essentially when there are multiple occurrences of the same variable. 
Interval Extensions for Box Consistency
Box-consistency strongly depends on the interval extensions chosen for the constraints and di erent interval extensions can produce very di erent (often incomparable) tradeo s between pruning and computational complexity. In this section, we consider three extensions used in Newton: natural interval extension, distributed interval extension, and Taylor interval extension.
Natural Interval Extension
The simplest extension of a function (resp. of a constraint) is its natural interval extension. Informally speaking, it consists in replacing each number by the smallest interval enclosing it, each real variable by an interval variable, each real operation by its xed interval extension and each real relation by its xed interval extension.
Example 5 Natural Interval Extension] The natural interval extension of the function x 1 (x 2 +x 3 )
is the interval function X 1 (X 2 +X 3 ). The natural interval extension of the constraint x 1 (x 2 +x 3 ) = 0 is the interval constraint X 1 (X 2 + X 3 ) = 0:
The advantage of this extension is that it preserves the way constraints are written and hence users of the system can choose constraint representations particularly appropriate for the problem at hand. A very nice application where this extension is fundamental is the Mor e-Cosnard discretization of a nonlinear integral equation (See Section 6.2). Using the natural extension allows users to minimize the problem of dependency of interval arithmetic and hence to increase precision.
In the following, if f (resp. c) is a real function (resp. constraint), we denote by b f (resp. b c) its natural extension.
Distributed Interval Extension
The second interval extension used by Newton does not preserve the way constraints are written but uses a distributed form of the constraints. The key advantage of this extension is that it allows the algorithm to enforce box-consistency by applying interval Newton method on univariate real functions. The real functions are derived from univariate interval constraints obtained by replacing all but one variable by their intervals. As a consequence, applying box-consistency will be particularly e cient, although the pruning may be weaker than for the natural extension due to the dependency problem of interval arithmetics. x en n with q 2 Q and e i 2 N, is said to be in distributed form. 6 De nition 9 Distributed Interval Extension] The distributed interval extension of a function f (resp. constraint c) is the natural extension of its distributed form.
De nition 8 Distributed
Example 6 Distributed Interval Extension] The distributed interval extension of the function x 1 (x 2 + x 3 ) is the interval function X 1 X 2 + X 1 X 3 . The distributed interval extension of the constraint x 1 (x 2 + x 3 ) = 0 is the interval constraint X 1 X 2 + X 1 X 3 = 0: In the following, the distributed interval extension of a function f (resp. of a constraint c) is denoted by e f (resp. e c).
Taylor Interval Extension
The last interval extension we introduce is based on the Taylor expansion around a point. This extension is an example of centered forms which are interval extensions introduced by Moore 20] and studied by many authors, since they have important properties. The Taylor interval extension of a constraint is parametrized by the intervals for the variables in the constraint. It also assumes that the constraint which it is applied to is of the form f = 0 where f denotes a function which has continuous partial derivatives. Given these assumptions, the key idea behind the extension is to apply a Taylor expansion of the function around the center of the box and to bound the rest of the series using the box.
De nition 10 Taylor In the current version of our system, the partial derivatives are computed using automatic di erentiation.
Conditioning
It is interesting to note that box-consistency on the Taylor interval extension is closely related to Hansen-Segupta's operator 8], which is an improvement over Krawczyk's operator 15]. Hansen and Smith 9] also argued that these operators are more e ective for a system ff 1 = 0; : : :; f n = 0g wrt a box hI 1 ; : : :; I n i when the interval Jacobian M ij = d @f i @x j (I 1 ; : : :; I n ) (1 i; j n) 6 The distributed version can easily be turned into a canonical representation for constraints. Note that the computation of the inverse of B is obtained by standard oating-point algorithms and hence it is only an approximation of the actual inverse.
Pruning in Newton
We now describe the pruning of Newton. The key idea behind Newton is to apply box-consistency at each node of the search tree, i.e., Newton reduces the current intervals for the variables in such a way that the constraint system is box-consistent wrt the reduced intervals and no solution is removed. The pruning is performed by using narrowing operators deduced from the de nition of box-consistency. These operators are used to reduce the interval of a variable using a projection constraint.
De nition 12 Box by hypothesis. Hence, C is box-consistent wrt hI 1 ; : : :; I i?1 ; I ] r i ; I i+1 ; : : :; I n i, which contradicts our hypothesis that I is de ned as the largest set included in I i such that hC; ii is box-consistent with respect to hI 1 ; : : :; I i?1 ; I; I i+1 ; : : :; I n i. The case r i > u is similar. 2
We are now in a position to de ne the pruning algorithm of Newton which consists essentially in applying the narrowing operators of each projection until no further reduction occurs. The pruning algorithm is depicted in Figure 1 . It rst applies box-consistency on the natural and distributed extensions until no further reduction occurs and then applies box-consistency on the Taylor extension. The two steps are iterated until a xpoint is reached. Termination of the algorithm is guaranteed since the set F is nite and thus the intervals can only be reduced nitely often. Figure 2 is a very high level description of the branch and prune algorithm highlighting the control ow. The algorithm applies operation PRUNE on the initial box. If the resulting box is empty (which means that one of its components is empty), then there is no solution by Proposition 1. If the resulting box is small enough (speci ed by the desired accuracy in solutions), then it is included in the result. The function BRANCH splits the box into two subboxes along one dimension (variable).
The Branch and Prune Algorithm Newton
Variables for splitting are chosen by BRANCH using a round-robin heuristic: if fx 1 ; : : :; x n g is the set of variables, then the algorithm splits the variables in the order x 1 ; x 2 ; : : :; x n and reiterates the process until a solution is found. The purpose of this section is to describe how this procedure is implemented in Newton. The basic idea of the implementation is to use a di erent implementation of procedure BOX-NARROW for each interval extension in order to exploit their speci c properties. We thus present three procedures in the section: BOX-NARROW-NE, BOX-NARROW-DE, and BOX-NARROW-TE. In addition, it is more convenient to de ne them in terms of projection constraints (instead of in terms of interval projection constraints). 7 The rest of this section is organized as follows. We start by describing a basic tool used in the implementations, then describe the various narrowing operators, discuss how to prove the existence of solution, and conclude by some implementation issues.
Extreme Zeros of an Interval Function
Box-consistency can often be reduced to two subproblems which, informally speaking, consist in shrinking the left (resp. the right) of an interval I 0 to the leftmost (resp. rightmost) zero of a univariate interval function F in I 0 . The univariate interval function F is an extension of a real function f which is either univariate, in which case F is a traditional interval extension, or multivariate, in which case F is obtained by taking an interval extension of f and substituting all variables but one, say x i , by their intervals. In addition, we will have at our disposal a function F 0 , the \derivative" of F, which is either an interval extension of the derivative of f (univariate case) or an interval extension of the partial derivative of f wrt x i in which all variables but x i have been replaced by their intervals. 7 There is no di cult in modifying the algorithm of Figure 2 to accommodate this change.
The subproblems can be computed using a variation of the univariate interval Newton method. The method uses the following property for pruning the search space 0 2 F(I) ) 0 It terminates if the left zero has been found or the interval cannot contain a zero. Otherwise, the interval is split into two subintervals. The leftmost interval is explored rst. If it does not contain a zero, the rightmost interval is explored. It is worthwhile mentioning that the reduction on the right bound must not be used as part of the result, since the function would not meet its speci cation in this case. Function RNAR is responsible for nding the rightmost zero.
Box-Consistency on the Natural Interval Extension
We are now in a position to de ne the narrowing operator for the natural interval extension. The It is important to note that box-consistency on the natural extension (and on the distributed extension as well) can be applied even if the function is not di erentiable. It su ces to omit the application of operator N in the functions LNAR and RNAR.
Box-Consistency on the Distributed Interval Extension
We now turn to the narrowing operator for the distributed interval extension. Box-consistency on the distributed interval extension can be enforced by using the univariate interval function F(X) = e f(I 1 ; : : :; I i?1 ; X; I i+1 ; : : :; I n ) and by searching its extreme zeros. However, since the function is in distributed form, it is possible to do better by using an idea from 11]. The key insight is to sandwitch F exactly between two univariate real functions f l and f u de ned as follows:
Note that box-consistency can now be enforced by searching the leftmost and rightmost zeros of some interval extensions, say F l and F u , of f l and f u using interval extensions, say F 0 l and F 0 u , of their derivatives f 0 l and f 0 u . Of course, LNAR and RNAR can be used to nd these extreme zeros. The key advantage of the distributed interval extension is that it is easy to de ne the function f l and f u constructively. Let F be of the form The narrowing operator can now be obtained by using interval Newton method on the above two functions. Some care must be applied obviously since f l and f u are not di erentiable at 0. The method is more e cient than applying the interval Newton method on the interval function, since 
Taylor Interval Extension
We conclude by presenting the narrowing operator for the Taylor interval extension. Box-consistency on the Taylor interval extension can be enforced by using the interval function and m i = center(I i ).
Existence of Solution
We now brie y describe how Newton proves the existence of solutions. No special e ort has been devoted to this topic and the techniques could certainly be improved in various ways. Let ff 1 = 0; : : :; f n = 0g be a conditioned system of equations over variables fx 1 ; : : :; x n g, let hI 1 ; : : :; I n i be a box and de ne the intervals I 0 i (1 i n) as follows: 
Implementation Issues
We now review some implementation issues which arise in programming the algorithm.
Priorities In the pruning algorithm, it is important for e ciency reasons to use a priority queue to ensure that projections over the distributed interval extension be selected before projections over the natural interval extension. Newton also does not enforce box-consistency on the distributed version whenever it is believed to lose too much precision (e.g., an expression raised to some power).
Precision In practice, it is often su cient to return intervals whose widths 8 are within the desired accuracy instead of returning intervals of the form l; l + ]. It is easy to modify the BRANCH operation to split only intervals whose widths is above the required accuracy. Our system allows users to specify the accuracy.
Improvement Factor Box-consistency can sometimes take much time to remove small parts of the intervals. In these cases, it is probably more cost-e ective to branch. Once again, it is easy to modify the algorithm to avoid this problem by making sure that the narrowing operators do not update the intervals unless some signi cant reduction has taken place. Since the notion of signi cant reduction may be problem-dependent, our system lets users specify the improvement factor necessary to update an interval in a projection.
Automatic Di erentiation As mentioned, our algorithm takes a very simple approach to obtain partial derivatives, i.e., no e ort is spent in factoring common expressions to reduce the dependency problem of interval arithmetic. The main reason comes from the fact that we are using automatic di erentiation 28] to evaluate the derivatives together with the functions. This choice may be reconsidered in a further version of the system. Inequalities It is simple to generalize the above algorithms for inequalities. In general, it su ces to test if the inequality is satis ed at the end points of the interval. If it is not, then the problem reduces once again to nding the leftmost and/or rightmost zeros.
Experimental Results
This section reports experimental results of Newton on a variety of standard benchmarks. The benchmarks were taken from papers on numerical analysis 23], interval analysis 8, 11, 22] , and continuation methods 35, 25, 24, 18] . We also compare Newton with a traditional interval method using Hansen-Segupta's operator, range testing, and branching. This method uses the same implementation technology as Newton and is denoted by HRB in the following. 9 Finally, we compare Newton with a state-of-the-art continuation method 35], denoted by CONT in the following. Note that all results given in this section were obtained by running Newton on a Sun Sparc 10 workstation to obtain all solutions. In addition, the nal intervals must have widths smaller than 10 ?8 and Newton always uses an improvement factor of 10%. The results are summarized in Table 1 . For each benchmark, we give the number of variables (n), the total degree of the system (d), the initial range for the variables, and the results of each method in seconds. Note that the times for the continuation method are on a DEC 5000/200. A space in a column means that the result is not available for the method. A question mark means that the method does not terminate in a reasonable time (> 1 hour). The rest of the section describes each benchmark and the results in much more detail. For each benchmark, we report the CPU times in seconds, the growth of the CPU time, the number of branch operations branching, the number of narrowings on the various 8 The width of l; u] is u ? l.
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Some interval methods such as 7] are more sophisticated than HRB but the sophistication aims at speeding up the computation near a solution. Our main contribution is completely orthogonal and aims at speeding up the computation when far from a solution and hence comparing it to HRB is meaningful. extensions na-ne, na-ee, na-te, the total number of narrowings na-tot, the number of function evaluations (including evaluation of derivatives which are counted as normal function evaluations) for each of the extensions fe-ne, fe-ee, fe-te and the total number of function evaluations fe-tot. We also indicate the number of preconditionings by pr-con and whether the algorithm can prove the existence of the solutions in the resulting intervals by proof.
Broyden Banded Functions
This is a traditional benchmark of interval techniques and was used for instance in 7] . It consists in nding the zeros of the functions f i (x 1 ; : : :; x n ) = x i (2 + 5x 2 i ) + 1 ? P j2J i x j (1 + x j ) (1 i n) where J i = fj j j 6 = i & max(1; i ? 5) j min(n; i + 1)g. One of the interesting features of this benchmark is that it is easy to scale up to an arbitrary dimension and hence provides a good basis to compare various methods. Table 2 reports the results of our algorithm for various sizes assuming initial intervals ?1; 1].
The results indicate that Newton solves the problem using only constraint propagation: no branching is needed. In addition, the growth of the computation times is very low and indicates that Newton is essentially linear and can thus solve very large instances of this problem. Finally, Newton proves the existence of a solution in the nal intervals. To our knowledge, no other algorithm has all these functionalities. Table 3 shows the same results when the initial intervals are ?10 (and the Hansen-Segupta's operator) is e ective when near a solution.
It is also interesting to stress the importance of box-consistency on the natural extension in this example to reduce the growth factor. Without it, the algorithm takes about 48 and 440 seconds instead of 27 and 61 for Newton for n = 80 and n = 160, since the distributed interval extension loses precision due to the dependency problem.
Finally, it is interesting to compare Newton with traditional interval methods. HRB takes 0.34 seconds on n = 5 with 18 branchings, about 18 seconds for n = 10 with about 300 branchings, and does not return after more than an hour on n = 20. Table 4 . Once again, it is interesting to note that Newton is completely deterministic on this problem, i.e., it does not do any branching. Newton is probably cubic in the number of variables for this problem. It is important to point out the critical role of box-consistency on the natural extension to solve this problem e ciently. Newton without the natural extension would not be deterministic and would slow down exponentially, since box-consistency on the distributed extension loses too much precision due to the dependency problem (multiple occurrences of the same variable) and boxconsistency on the Taylor interval extension is not helpful initially. Once again, we observe that box-consistency over the natural extension is helpful when far from a solution while box-consistency on the Taylor extension is useful to terminate the search quickly. Table 5 gives the result for the initial intervals of size ?10 8
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; 0], which shows that the algorithm continues to perform well in this case. Finally, Table 6 gives the results for the HRB algorithm on this problem. Once again, Newton outperforms the HRB method substantially.
Interval Arithmetic Benchmarks
This section considers standard benchmarks from interval arithmetic papers Newton solves all the problems with one solution without branching and solves the problem having 1024 solutions with 1023 branchings. Note also that box-consistency on the distributed extension solves benchmark i1 alone. The results once again con rm our observation on when the various extensions are useful. Closely related results were observed in 11] on these benchmarks (see the related work section for a more detailed comparison) but our algorithm is in general about 4 times faster (assuming similar machines) and does not do any branching on i5. Table  8 also describes the results for the traditional interval arithmetic method. The importance of box-consistency on the distributed extension can easily be seen from these results. Note also that Newton (and interval methods) can prove the existence of a solution in the nal intervals for all these problems.
It is also interesting to note that problem i4 can be solved dramatically more e ciently simply by introducing intermediary variables y i = x 2 i . The excution times then dropped to less than 0.5 seconds.
Kinematics Applications
We now describe the performance of Newton on two kinematics examples. Application kin1 comes from robotics and describes the inverse kinematics of an elbow manipulator 11]. It consists of a The second benchmark, denoted by kin2, is from 24] and describes the inverse position problem for a six-revolute-joint problem in mechanics. The equations which describe a denser constraint system are as follows: 8 > < > :
? 1 = 0 (1 i 4) a 1i x 1 x 3 + a 2i x 1 x 4 + a 3i x 2 x 3 + a 4i x 2 x 4 + a 5i x 5 x 7 + a 6i x 5 x 8 + a 7i x 6 x 7 + a 8i x 6 x 8 a 9i x 1 + a 10i x 2 + a 11i x 3 + a 12i x 4 + a 13i x 5 a 14i x 6 + a 15i x 7 + a 16i x 8 + a 17i = 0 (1 i 4) where the coe cients a ki are given in table 9. In both examples, the initial intervals were given as ?10 8 ; 10 8 ].
The results of Newton on these two benchmarks are given in Table 10 . Newton is fast on the rst benchmark and does not branch much to obtain all solutions. The algorithm in 11] branches more (the reported gure is 257 branches but it is not really comparable due to the nature of the algorithm) and is about 16 times slower on comparable machines. We are not aware of the results of continuation methods on this problem. Newton is slower on the second application and takes about 6 minutes. to improve e ciently slightly in the rst problem.
An Economics Modelling Application
The following example is taken from 25]. It is a di cult economic modelling problem that can be scaled up to arbitrary dimensions. For a given dimension n, the problem can be stated as the system ( (x k + P n?k?1 i=1 x i x i+k )x n ? c k = 0 (1 k n ? 1) P n?1 l=1 x l + 1 = 0 and the constants can be chosen at random. times (on a DEC-5000/200) of about 1 second for n = 4, 6 seconds for n = 5, 50 seconds for n = 6 and 990 seconds for n = 7. Newton is substantially faster on this problem than this continuation method, since it takes about 47 seconds for n = 7. More importantly, the growth factor seems much lower in Newton. The continuation method has growths of about 8 and 20 when going from 5 to 6 and 6 to 7, while Newton has growths of about 6.72 and 5.68. ]. It is interesting to note that the computation times increase by less than a factor 3 and that the growth factor is independent of the initial intervals. Note also that Newton can establish the existence of solutions for these problems. Finally, it is worthwhile stating that the results were obtained for a computer representation where x n has been eliminated in a problem of dimension n.
Combustion Application
This problem is also from Morgan's book 25] and represents a combustion problem for a temparature of 3000 . which is typical of chemical equilibrium systems. ]. Newton behaves well on this example, since the continuation method of 35] takes about 57 seconds. Note once again that a substantial increase in the size of the initial intervals only induces a slowdown of about 2.5 for Newton. Note also that Newton can prove the existence of the solutions and that we use a formulation where variable x 7 and x 3 have been eliminated.
As mentioned earlier, this approach is not very e ective 2] and our main goal was to design new approximations of arc-consistency that could make use of existing interval methods. The main problem was the di culty in characterizing the pruning of the Newton operator N in a declarative way (in order to introduce it nicely in the above programming languages) and box-consistency emerged as an attempt to generalize the operator to make sure that the bounds of the interval were locally consistent. Subsequent research made us realize that box-consistency is independent of the Newton operator and can be enforced even if the functions are not continuous or di erentiable. In addition, the value of applying box-consistency on several extensions became clear. On the one hand, box-consistency on the Taylor extension generalizes interval methods based on Gauss-Seidel iterations and enables us to capture nicely Hansen-Segupta's operator. On the other hand, boxconsistency on the natural and distributed extensions is really orthogonal to the pruning obtained from the Taylor expansion, producing a particularly e ective algorithm. It is also worth pointing out that Newton spends most time in the natural and distributed extensions. However, for many applications, the use of the Taylor interval extension is critical to terminate the search quickly and to avoid generating many small intervals around the solutions. As a general observation, box-consistency on the natural and distributed extensions seem e ective when far from a solution while box-consistency on the Taylor expansion seems e ective when near a solution. It is worth mentioning that that the interval community has spent much e ort to design additional techniques to speed up further the computation when near a solution but have not considered techniques to improve pruning when far from a solution.
It is interesting to note that the idea of using approximations of arc-consistency was also used independently by Hong and Stahl 11] , who were also exposed to research on Constraint Logic Programming. Their use of projections is however quite di erent from ours. The key idea is to work with a set of boxes and to use projections to split a box into several subboxes by isolating all zeros of a projection. This gives an algorithm of a very di erent nature which cannot easily be characterized as a branch & prune algorithm since constraints are used to branch. Our approach seems to be more e ective in practice, since their use of projections may generate many subboxes that may all need to be pruned away later on, implying much redundant work. Our approach postpones the branching until no pruning takes place and generates only subboxes when they are strictly necessary to progress. It is also very interesting to report that, on all benchmarks that we tested, the projection never contained more than two zeros. This seems to indicate that searching for all zeros may not be worthwhile in most cases and that box-consistency may be the right tradeo here. Finally, note that their approach seems to use implicitly an distributed extension 10 but they do not make use of the natural extension which is very important for some applications.
Note also that our current implementation does not use some of the novel techniques of the interval community such as the more advanced conditioners and splitting techniques of 13]. It is of course possible to include them easily, since the overall recursive structure of the implementations is essentially similar. Integrating these results would obviously be of bene t, since these techniques are complementary to ours.
The research described here also provides a uniform framework to integrate these techniques in Constraint Logic Programming, to understand the importance of the various pruning operators and their relationships and to suggest further research directions. For instance, higher notions of consistency such as path-consistency 19] may be worth investigating for some applications. 10 The idea of sandwitching the interval function in between two real functions is described there.
Conclusion
In this paper, we presented a branch & prune algorithm to nd all isolated solutions to a system of polynomial constraints over the reals. If the solution are not isolated the algorithm will return boxes that contain several solutions. The algorithm is based on a single concept, box-consistency, which is an approximation of arc-consistency, a notion well-known in arti cial intelligence. Boxconsistency can be instantiated to produce Hansen-Segupta operator as well as other narrowing operators which are more e ective when the computation is far from a solution. The algorithm and its mathematical foundations are simple. Moreover, the algorithm is shown to behave well on a variety of benchmarks from kinematics, mechanics, chemistry, combustion, and economics. It outperforms the interval methods we know of and compares well with continuation methods on their benchmarks. In addition, problems such as the Broyden banded function and the Mor eCosnard discretization of a nonlinear integral equation can be solved for several hundred variables. Limitations of the method (e.g., a sensitivity to the size of the initial intervals on some problems) have also been identi ed.
